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SCSU SURVEY-FEB. 1882
1
INTERVIEWER-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ DATE- _ _ __

I.D. NO- ___ _

Hello, my name is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ at St. Cloud State University. I
am calling from our survey research center in St . Cloud. We are conducting
a study of residents of the state in order to determine how residents feel
about various issues. Your telephone number was drawn by a computer in a
raria?~ sample of the entire state.

l
[USE ONLY IF NUMBER DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE A RESIDENCE PHONE] Is this
a residential phone? [IF NO, TERMINATE WITH, E.G.:) I'm sorry I
have the wrong place,
It i~ important that we interview a man in some households and a woman in
others so that the results will truly represent all the people in the
state. According to the ~ethod used by our university I need to interview
the oldest m..a.l.e. 18 years of age or . older who lives in your household.
May I speak with that person?
[IF YES-START INTERVIEW]
NO

[WHEN SELECTED PERSON
ANSWERS REPEAT INTRODUCTIONBUT NOT SCREEN]

,11

When may I call back to reach him?
So that I will know who to ask
for, what is his first name?
[REPEAT BACK TO BE SURE YOU HAVE IT
AND SHOW PRONUNCIATION IF IT IS A
PROBLEM. IF RESPONDENT OBJECTS TO
PROVIDING NAME] We only need the
person·s first name; the last name
isn't necessary.
[IF NO MALE LIVES IN HOUSEHOLD ASK
FOR OLDEST FEMALE-18 OR OLDER REPEAT
INTRO.-NOT SCREEN]

\ ~TART INTE~lfEw

The questions I need to ask should
take 5 to 10 minutes. But before
starting them I want to mention
that I would be happy to answer
any questions about the study
either now or later. Also, this
interview is confidential and
[NAME]
completely voluntary. If we should
come to any question which you
:[TIME AND DAY FOR CALL BACK]
don't want to answer, just let me
know, and we'll go on to the next
question.

--- _-----------------------------------------------------------------------

CALL RECORD

CALL NU~BER

I

~~~LT

01

I I

02

03

04

I I I

05

I

IF INTERVIEW WAS REFUSED OR YOU PUT OTHER-WRITE OUT EXPLANATION HERE:
SEX OF PERSON WHO REFUSED [CIRCLE APPROPRIATE CATEGORY] MALE FEMALE
NA=NO ANS. B=BUSY SIGNAL NW=NOT WORKING BP=BUSINESS PHONE NE-NO ELIGIBLE
RESPONDENT CB=CALLBACK R=REFUSAL OT=OTHER [EXPLAIN] CC=COMPLETED CALL IF
A NUMBER HAS BEEN CHANGED, DO NOT CALL NEW NUMBER. THIS IS NW . IF YOU
REACH A CALL FORWARDING/ANSWERING SERVICE OR MACHINE, RECORD THIS AS A
A.M . -LEAVE MESSAGE ON MACHINE.
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INTERVIEWER-~---------- - -

DATE- _ _ __

I.D . NO- ___ _

Hello, my name is _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ at St . Cloud State University . I
am calling from our su rvey r esearch center in St. Cloud . We are conducting
a study of reijidents of th e st ate in order to determine how residents feel
about various issues. Yo ur t el ephone number was drawn by a computer in a
ran do ~ sample of the ent ir e s t ate .

[USE ONLY IF NUMBER DOE S NOT APPEAR TO BE A RESIDENCE PHONE] Is this
a residentia l phon e ? [IF NO, TERMINATE WITH, E.G.:] I ' m sorry I
have tp~ wrong p l ac e .
It it important that we int erview a man in some households and a woman in
others so that the resu l t s wi ll truly represent all the people in the
state . According to the me th od used by our university I need to interview
the olde~t f.ewale 18 yea r ~ of age or older who lives in your household .
May I s pe ak with that person?
[IF YES-START INT ERVI EW]
NO

[WHEN SELECTED PE RSON
ANSWERS REPEAT INTRODUCTI ONBUT NOT SCREEN]

,11

Wh en may I call back to reach her ?
So that I will know who t o ask
f or , what is her first name ?
[REPEAT BACK TO BE SURE YOU HAVE IT
AND SHOW PRONUNCIATION IF IT I S A
PRO BLEM . IF RESPONDENT OBJECTS TO
PROV IDING NAME] We only need the
pe rs on · s first name ; the last name
The questions I need to ask should
i s n · t nec e ssary .
t ake 5 to 10 minutes. B4t before
st arting them I want to mention
[ I F NO FEMALE LIVES IN HOUSEHOLD
t hat I would b~ happy to an swe r
ASK FOR OLDEST liALE.-18 OR OLDER REPEAT
any questions about t he study
i · I NTRO. -NOT SC REEN]
ei ther nqw or later . Also, this
[NAME]
i ntervieij is confidential and
,
compl e te +Y voluntary. If we shoul q I
i [TI ME AND DAY FOR CALL BACK]
c ome to any question which you
don ' t wa~t to answer, just let me
kn ow, and we ' ll go on to the next
ques t io n.
--- . -------~- ~~--------------------------------- --05
04
03
01
02
CALL NUM J3 ER
CALL RECORD

\ 'TART IijTE~lf,w

___________________
-

IDATE

.TI ME

:~ESUJ,T

I I

II

I

I

IF INTERVIEW WAS REFUSE D QR YOU PUT OTHER - WRITE OUT EXPLiNATION HERE :
SEX OF ~ERSON WHO REF U~ED [CIRCLE APPROPRIATE CATEGORY] MALE FEMALE
NA:NO ANS . B~BUSY SIGNAL ij W=NOT WORKING BP =BUSINESS PHONE NE - NO ELIGI BLE
RESPONDENT CB=C ALL BACK R1~EFUS AL OT =OTHER [EXPLAIN] CC=COMPLETED CALL IF
A NUMBE~ ijAS BEEN CHANGED, DO NOT CALL NEW NUMBER. THIS IS NW . IF YOU
REACH A CAL~ FORWARDING/ A~S WERING SERVICE OR MACHINE , RECORD THI S AS A
A. H. -LEAVE MESSAGE ON MACHI NE.
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DATE- _ _ __

3

I.D. NO- ___ _

Hello, my name is ____________ at St. Cloud State University. I
am calling fro~ our survey researoh center in St. Cloud . We are conducting
a study of residents of the state in order to determine how residents feel
about various issues. Your telephone number wa~ drawn by a computer in a
random sample of the entire state.

[
[USE ONLY If NUMBER DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE A ~ESIDENCE PHONE] Is this
a residential phone? CIF NO, TERMINATE WITH, E.G. :J I'm sorry I
have the wrQng place.
It is im?ortant that we interview a man in some households and a woman in
others so that the results will truly represent all the people in the
state. According
the method useq by our university I need to interview
the YPYQ~est femal~ 18 years of age or older whg lives in your household.

to

Hay I speak with that person?
(IF YE~-START INT~RVIEW]
[WHEN SELECTED PERSON
ANSW~RS REPEAT INTRODUCTION-

NO

,11

When may I oall back to reach her?
So that I will know who to ask
for, what is her first name?
(REPEAT BACK TO BE SURE YOU HAVE IT
AND SHOW PRONUNCIATION IF IT IS A
PROBLEM. IF RESPONDENT OBJECTS TO
PROVIDING NAME:] We only need the
person's first name; the last name
isn't necessary.
[IF NO FEMALE LIVES IN HOUSEHOLD ASK
FOR YOUNGEST HALE-18 OR OLDER
REPEAT INTRO.-NOT SCREEN]

\ ~:::Tij::T::i:::l

The questions I need to ask should
take 5 to 10 minutes . But before
starting them I want to mention
that I would be happy to answer
any questions about the study
either now or later. Also, this
interview is confiqent,ial and
:
[NAME]
completely voluntary. If we should •I
come to any question which you
1 [TIHE AND DAY FOR CALL BACK]
don't want to answer, just let me II
know, and we'll go on to the next II
I
question ,
I

-------------------

CALL RECORD

CALt,, NUMBER

I

01

DATE

.TU1E

'.~!~ULT

I :I

03

02

I

04

I

05

I:: I

IF INTERVIEW WAS REFUSED OR YOU FUT OTHER - WRITE OUT EXPLANATION HERE:
SEX OF PERSON WHO ~EFUSED [CIRCLE APPROPRIATE CATEGORY] MALE FEMALE
NA=NO ANS. B=BUSY SIGNAL NW=NOT WORKING BP=BUSINESS PHONE NE-NO ELIGIBLE
RESPONDENT CB=CALLBACK R=REFUSAL OT=OTHER [EXPLAIN] CC=COMPLETEO CALL IF
A NUMBER HAS BEEN CHANGED, DO NOT CALL NEW NUMBER. THIS IS NW. IF YOU
REACH A CALL FORWARDING/ANSWERING SERVICE OR MACHINE, RECORD THIS AS A
A.M.-LEAVE MESSAGE ON MACHINE.

,,

.
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I. D. NO- ___ _

Hello, my name is ____________ at St. Cloud State University. I
am calling fro ■ our survey research center in St. Cloud . We are conducting
a ,study of residents of the state in order to determine how residents feel
about various issues. Your telephone number was drawn by a computer in a
randa~ sample of the entire state .

_____.J

-- . . . . _ I_

(USE ONLY IF NUMBER DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE A RESIDENCE PHONE] Is this
a residential phone? (IF NO, TERMINATE WITH, E.G.:] I'm sorry I
have the wrong place.
It fs important that we interview a man in some households and a woman in
others so that the results will truly represent all the people in the
state. According to the method used by our university I need to interview
the ypun10:st m.a..la. 18 years of age or older who lives in yotJr household.
Hay I speak with that person?
(IF YES-START INTERVIEW]

[WHEN SELECTED PERSON
ANSWERS REPEAT INTRODUCTIONBUT "OT SCREEN]

\ ~TART INTE~lf••
The questions I need to ask should
take 5 to 10 minutes. But before
starting them I want to mention
that I would be happy to answer
any questions about the study
either now or later . Also, this
interview is confidential arid
completely voluntary. If we should
cbme to any question which you
don't want to answer, just let me
know, and we"ll go on to the next
question.

---.

NO

,11

When may I call back to reach him?
So that I will know who to ask
for, what is his first name?
[REPEAT BACK TO BE SURE YOU HAVE IT
AND SHOW PRONUNCIATION IF IT IS A
PROBLEM. IF RESPONDENT OBJECTS TO
PROVIDING NAHE:J We only need the
person ' s first name; the last name
isn't necessary .
[IF NO HALE LIVES IN HOUSEHO LD ASK
FOR YOUNGEST FEMALE - 18 OR OLDER
REPEAT INTRO.-NOT SCREEN]
[NAHEJ
[TIME AND DAY FOR CALL BACK]

-------------- CALL
·-------------------------------------------------------01
NUMBER
03
02
04
05

CALL RECORD

I

DATE

.TIME

'. ~E~ULT

I I

I

I

I

I

IF INTERVIEW WAS REFUSED OR YOU PUT OTHER-WRITE OUT EXPLANATION HERE:
SEX OF PERSON WHO REFUSED [CIRCLE APPROPRIATE CATEGORY] HALE FEMALE
NA=NO ANS. B=BUSY SIGNAL NW=NOT WORKING BP=BUSINESS PHONE NE-NO ELIGIBLE
RESPONDENT CB=CALLBACK R=REFUSAL OT=OTHER [EXPLAIN] CC=COHPLETED CALL IF
A NUMBER HAS BEEN CHANGED, 00 NOT CALL NEW NUMBER . THIS IS NW . IF YOU
REACH A CALL FORWARDING/ANSWERING SERVICE OR MACHINE, RECORD THIS AS A
A.H.-LEAVE MESSAGE ON MACHINE.

SCSU SURVEY-FEBRUARY

1982

I.D. NUMBE R-

As part of this study we are iriterested in issues that affect
people ' s lives-that is views of adult Minnesotans about various aspects
of the United States, the State of Minnesota, and other concerns faced
by people like yourself .
01) We would like to begin by asking you how you feel about Minnesota as
a place to live. Do you consider it very desirable, somewhat desirable,
somewhat undesirable, or very undesirable?
1. VERY DESI

12.

SOMEWHAT DESI

4. VERY UNDESIRABLE!

I 8.

13,

SOMEWHAT UNDESIRABLE!

Is.

DON'T KNO WI

REFUSED

I

02) Thank you. What do you think is the single most important problem
facing the State of Minnesota today? [PROBE FOR ONE SPECIFIC RESPONSE]

_________________________________,-------

66. NO PROB FACING STATE

88. DON'T KNOW

99. REFUSED

SKIP TO QUESTION-~

03) [FOR THOSE WHO GAVE A RESPONSE IN QUESTION 2]-Which political
party,if any, do you think can do a better job of handling the
problem you have just mentioned-the Republican Party o...r.. the
Democratic Party?

11.

15.

REPUBLICANII~2_._DEMOCRATIC
_ _ _ __,I
NEITHER

DONT_
KNOWI
I ~'
8_._
__,

13.

OTHER-VOL

I9.

REFUSED

114.

SAME-VOLUN · I

--------

I

04) Thank you. All in all, do you think things in Minnesota are
generally going in the right direction, o...r.. do you feel things have
gotten off on the wrong track?

11.

RIGHT DIRECTION!

18.

DON'T KNOW

I 19.

12.

NEUTRAL-VOLi

REFUSED

13,

WRONG TRACK!

I

05) We are interested in how people are getting along financially these
days. Would you say that you are financially better off now than you
were a year ago, o...r.. are you financially worse off now?

11.

BETTER'

12 .

SAME-VOLi

I 3.

WORSE!

18.

D.K.

I

18.

REFUSED!-----

06) Looking ahead, do you expect that at this time next year you will be
financially better off than now o...r.. worse off than now?
\1. BETTER!

I8.

D . K.

I \s .

REFUSED!------

Now we would like your opinion about various aspects of higher education
in Minnesota. I will ask you to compare four different college and
university systems in Hinnesota~the State University System with
campuses at Bemidji, Mankato, the Twin Cities, Moorhead, Marshall, St.
Cloud and Winona; the University of Minnesota System with campuses
at Duluth, Morris and the Twin Cities; Private Colleges throughout
Minnesota; and, Community Colleges throughout Minnesota. Students are
often given the grade of A, B, C, D, and F to indicate the quality of
their work. We will ask you to grade various aspects of higher
education in Minnesota. If you feel you don't know, just tell me and we
will move on to another area.
What grade would you give to each system with respect to the overall
quality of education it offers? [REREAD QUESTION AND RESPONSES AS
NECESSARY--CIRCLE APPROPRIATE NUMBER FOR EACH SYSTEM]
A
B
C
D
F
DONT
REF

KNOW

----------

5

4

3

2

1

8

9

--------

5

4

3

2

1

8

9

(09) state university system----

5

4

3

2

1

8

9

University of MN. system---

5

4

3

2

1

8

9

(07) private colleges

(08) community colleges

( 10)

And what grade would you give to each system for its oyerall
contribution to students?

----------

5

4

3

2

1

8

9

--------

5

4

3

2

1

8

9

(13) state university system----

5

4

3

2

1

8

9

(14) University of MN. system---

5

4

3

2

1

8

9

(11) private colleges

(12) community colleges

Here's a slightly different education topic. Last year the Minnesota
State Legislature decreased funding for Minnesota's public higher
education systems. This year the legislature is again considering
funding for these systems. How do you personally feel about this? Do
you think the legislature should maintain the current level of reduced
funding; Q.l'.., increase the level of funding; Q.l'.., further decrease the
level of funding for each of the following. If you are not sure or
don't know just tell me ahd I'll move on to another area. [READ QUESTIONS
AND CATEGORIES AS NECESSARY]
INCREASE

FURTHER
DECREASE

MAINTAIN
REDUCED

DK

REF

(15) [READ] Community College
System------------------------

1

2

3

8

9-

(16) State University System----

1

2

3

8

9-

University of MN. system---

1

2

3

8

9-

( 17)

-

--

If the quality of education decreased at Minnesota's pnhlir~ higher
education institutions because of decreased state funding, would you,
personally, be willing to pay more taxes to increase funding for
the [READ RESPONSES]:
YES

NO

DONT KNOW

REF

(18) [READ] Community College
System-----------------------------

1

5

8

9-

(19) State University System---------

1

5

8

9-

(20) University of MN. system--------

1

5

8

9-

-

Many of Minnesota ' s public higher education institutions may lower
their enrollments and may reduce the number of classes offered because
of state funding cutbacks. As a result, qualified students may be
denied admission into a community college or university and currently
enrolled students may not get classes they need to graduate. How do you
feel about this? Do you think the situation I just described is an
acceptable solution to the funding reductions QJ:. do you think state
funding should be increased in order to reduce the problems I have
described, even if it means higher taxes for you personally.
Is this acceptable or should state funding be increased for:
DECREASE IS
ACCEPTABLE

INCREASE

DK

REF

(21) [READ] Community College
System-----------------------------

1

5

8

9- -

(22) State University System---------

1

5

8

9- -

(23) University of MN. system- -- -----

1

5

8

9- -

24) Thank you. Let's turn to some questions concerning abortion. I'm
going to read four options . Would you please tell me if you think
Minnesota law should [READ ALL CATEGORIES]:

.never allow a woman to have an abortion;
the law should permit abortion only in cases of rape,
or when the woman's life is in danger;

QJ:.,

incest

the law should allow a woman to have a legal abortion in
circumstances other than rape, incest or danger to the woman's life,
but only after the need for the abortion has been clearly
established;

QJ:.,

the law should allow a woman to have an abortion as a matter of
personal choice?

QI.,

11 . NEVER

I 12 .

SOME-RAPE, ETC .

14 .

PERSONAL CHOICE

js.

DGN'T KNOW

j

js.

16.
REFUSED

I 13.

SOME-PLUS IF NEED ESTABLISH

OTHER- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

25) When you vote, how important is a candidate's position on
abortion?-Would you say it is one of the most important factors you would
consider, a very important factor, somewhat important, or not too
important?

11 . HOST
14.

12. VERY IMPORTANT!

IMPORTANT!

NOT TOO IMPORTANT

15.

I

13. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT!

DONT VOTEI

la.

DONT KNowj

I 9.

REFUSED!

26) Have you ever written a letter to a public official expressing
your views on abortion, joined an organization, or given money to an
organization concerned with this issue? [IF YESJ-What have you done?
[DO NOT READ CATEGORIES]

101. JOINED AN ORGANIZATION
02. JOINED ORGANIZATION
103. JOINED ORGANIZATION

I

& WRITTEN
& GIVEN HONEY!

04. JOINED ORGANIZATION, LETTER

105.

WRITTEN LETTER!

106.

GIVEN HONEYI

107. WRITTEN LETTER

&

[ASK NEXT QUESTION-27]

& MONEY

GIVEN HONEY!----

[SKIP TO QUESTION-29]

108. ~0-NOT DONE ANYTHING I
188. DON'T KNOW

I

199. REFUSED I

27) [FOR THOSE WHO JOINED AN ABORTION ORGANIZATION]-Could you please tell
me the name of the group?
[NAME OF GROUP]- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

188. DON'T

KNOW I

199. REFUSED I

Within the past several months have you received any information
from that organization containing information about political issues or
candidates?
·
·

2ff)

11.

YESI

15.

NO

(a.

DON'T KNOW!

EREFUSED

I

29) Now, we would like to ask you to share your views about various
current topics in Minnesota. Mi~nesota is one of 13 states that
doesn't use the death penalty. Some people believe that the people of
Minnesota, and not the state legislature, should decide whether or not
the State should have the death penalty for people found guilty of
first degree murder. If you had the chance to vote on whether or not
the Minnesota Constitution should be amended to allow the death
penalty for people found guilty of first degree murder would you vote
for the death penalty Q.l'.. against the death penalty?
j1 . VOTE FOR DEATH PENI
8. DONT KNOW!

19.

12.

VOTE AGAINST DEATH PENALTY!

REFUSED!

16.

-------------

OTHER- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

30) Do you think members of the state legislature should be allowed to
to serve in the legislature as long as people in their districts
want-or should there be limits on how long they can serve in the state
legislature? [IF RESPONDENT SAYS THERE SHOULD BE TERM LIMITS] How many
years should a person be allowed to serve in the state legislature?
[PROBE FOR A SPECIFIC NUMBER]
98. NO TERM LIMITS
_ _ _ _ _-NUMBER OF YEARS FOR THOSE WHO FAVOR LIMITS
96. 96 YEARS OR MOREi

197.

DON'T KNOW

I 199.

REFUSED

31) Do you usually consider yourself to be a Democrat, Republican or
independent?--[IF DEMOCRAT OR REPUBLICANJ-Would you say that you always
vote (Democrat/Republican) or do you sometimes vote for a person of the
other party? [IF INDEPENDENTJ--Although you are an independent, do you
usually consider yourself to be closer to the Democrats or the
Republicans? [DO NOT READ CATEGORIES]
01. ALWAYS VOTES DEMOCRATIC

I

02. DEMOCRAT WHO SOMETIMES VOTES FOR OTHER PARTY
03. INDEPENDENT CLOSER TO DEMOCRATS
04. TRUE INDEPENDENT

I

------------

05 . INDEPENDENT-CLOSER TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY
06. REPUBLICAN WHO SOMETIMES VOTES FOR THE OTHER PARTY
07 . ALWAYS VOTES REPUBLICAN
08. OTHER PARTY '

77 .

APOLITICAL!

88. DON ' T KNOW

II

99. REFUSED

~

-

•
Hete·s a different kind of question. Please think of a thermometer that
has a range of 0 to 100 degrees. I"d like you to rate your feelings
toward some of our political leaders and other people who are in the
news. Ratings on the thermometer between 50 and 100 degrees mean that
you feel favorable and warm toward the person. Ratings between 0 and 50
mean that you don·t feel too favorable toward the person.
If we come to a person whose name you don"t recognize. you don't need to
rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.
If you do recognize the name, but don't feel particularly warm or cold
toward the person, you would rate the person at the 50 degree mark.
RATING
000 TO 100

CAN'T

JUDGE

DON'T

KNOW

REFUSED

32) George Bush-----------------

777

888

999------ -

33) Rudy Perpich----------------

777

888

999------

34) Dee Long--------------------

777

888

35) Hubert H. Humphrey III------

777

888

36) Jon Grunseth---------------

777

888

37) Dave Durenburger------------

777

888

999------ -

38) Rudy Boschwitz---------- -----

777

888

999------

39) Arnie Carlson---------------

777

888

40) Joan Growe------------------

777

888

41) Roger Moe-------------------

777

888

999------

- --

42) George Latimer--------------

777

888

999------

-

43) Paul Wellstone--------------

777

888

999------

44) Vin Weber-------------------

777

888

999------

-

45) David Duke~--~--------------

777

888

999------

- --

-

-

- -999------ - -999------ - - 999------

---

Thank you. Just a few more people.

- --

- -999------ - -999------

--

TDAT7~

@r1

--

•
46) Looking ahead to next years election in which all members of the
Minnesota house and senate will be elected, which of the following would
you like to see happen--the Republicans gain control of both houses, the
Democrats maintain control of both houses; or haven't you thought much
about this issue?

I

REPUB. CONTROL

14.

HAVEN'T THOUGHT HUCH

I8.

DON'T KNOW

l.

I 12.

DEH. CONTROL!

11 6 ·

REFUSED
11 9 ·

13.

DIVIDED-VOLUNTEERED

I_____

I

OTHER-

I

47) Let·s change the subject to two questions about health care . Do you
think health care is a right that should be guaranteed by the government,
OJ:. that all people should pay for health care themselves.
1. A RIGHT!

I 2.

PAY THEMSELVES

I 18.

DON'T KNowj

19.

REFUSED! -----

48) Which of the following three approaches to financing health care
would you favor:
[ READ CATEGORIES]
_l. A national health care plan run by the government, financed by
the taxpayers which would cover all Americans
_2. A health care plan that requires businesses either to provide
coverage for their employees or contribute to a federal fund that would
cover all employees
_3. Maintain the current system of private insurance, Medicare and
Medicaid
8. DON'T KNOW

II

9. REFUSED

I

The following questions are primarily for statistical analysis and
to help us determine if we are getting a random sample. You don't have
to answer all the questions but it will help us if you do.
49) What age group are you? Are you ... : [READ CATEGORIES-AS NECESSARY]
1. 18-24

_2. 25-34

_3.
_4.
_5.
_6 .

35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

9. REFUSED

•
50) Are you working now, temporarily laid off, unemployed, retired, a

household manager, a student or something else? [IF MORE THAN ONE]:
What do you consider yourself 'primarily?]
1. WORKING NOW-ASK NEXT QUESTION----5...1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9.

LAID OFF
UNEMPLOYED
RETIRED
DISABLED
HOMEMAKER
STUDENT
REFUSED

SKIP TO QUESTIO N-.5.2.

51) [IF WORKING:] What is your occupation, that is, what kind of work do
you do for a living?

88 . DON'T KNOW

99. REFUSED

52) What ... if any ... is your religious preference? [IF DON ' T KNOW/NO
RESPONSEJ--Well are you closer to being Catholic, Lutheran,
Baptist, Presbyterian, or something else?
01. CATHOLIC

02. BAPTIST !

03 . LUTHERAN

04. PRESBYTERIAN

05 . METHODIST

I

[ASK NEXT QUESTION- il

06. EPISCOPALIAN

---------

07. OTHER-PROTESTANT

108 . JEWISH

I10.

09. NONE

[SKIP TO QUESTION- M

OTHER! -[EXPLAIN]-

88. DON'T KNowj .

I

99. REFUSED

53) Are you a born again Christian

experience?

QI.

have you had a born again

8 . DON 'T KNowj

9. REFUSED!

--

ll

54) Would you please tell me the' range which best represents the total
income, before taxes, of all immediate family living in your household?
[READ LIST UNTIL STOPPED IF NECESSARY]
01 . under $10,000

05. $25-30 thousand

0 2. $10-15 thousand

06. $30-40 thousand

0 3. $15-20 thousand

~7 . $40-$50 thousand

04. $20-$25 thousand

08. $50 thousand or more

I 88.

DON'T KNOW

I

99. REFUSED!

55) Thinking about your own general approach to politics, do you
consider yourself to be very liberal, somewhat liberal, moderate,
somewhat conservative, or very conservative?

I

VERY LIBERAL!

2. SOMEWHAT LIBERAL

SOMEWHAT CONSERVATIVE

18. DON ' T KNOW I

I

I I 5.

II

3. MODERATE

VERY CONSERVATIVE

9 . REFUSED

I would like to thank you very much for your time and cooperation.
You have been very helpful. If you are interested in the results of this
study you may contact Dr. Steve Frank or Dr. John Murphy at Saint Cloud
State University in about two months Good-by!
ll!~Ulll!ll!!l!!!llll!l!l!!ll!!Ull!ll!!l!H!!ll!ll!l!!l!!l!!ll!!!ll!ll!ll!IU!!l!!lll!ll!!llUIH!IU!lll!ll!ll!!ll!l!llll!Ull!!!ll!!lll!l!lm!!l!Ul!ll!l!lllllll!llllll!lllllllll!lllllll!lll!Ull!llmll!!ll!U!!llll!ll!llllll!l!lllllllll!ll!llllll!lllll!!ll!lll!ll!lllllllll!llll!lllll

56) OBTAIN FROM CONTACT SHEET - RESPONDENT SEX

j1. HALEI

,5 . FEHALEl------

57) RESPONDENT ' S COOPERATION WAS:

11.

EXCELLENT! -[LITTLE PERSUASION NEEDED TO GET RESPONDENT TO

PARTICIPATE OR ANSWER QUESTIONS]

12 .

GOODI -[SOME PERSUASION NEEDED TO GET RESPONDENT TO

PARTICIPATE OR ANSWER QUESTIONS]

13.

FAIR-POORI -[HUCH PERSUASION NEEDED TO GET RESPONDENT TO

PARTICIPATE OR ANSWER QUESTIONS]
INTERVIEWER-CHECK OVER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR COMPLETENESS, ACCURACY, AND
LEGIBILITY. PLEASE DESCRIBE ON THE BACK AND BRING TO A DIRECTOR ' S
ATTENTION ANY PROBLEMS WITH THE INTERVIEW, SUCH AS DIFFICULT QUESTIONS,
CODING PROBLEMS, ETC . INSERT CONTACT SHEET FOR THIS SCHEDULE INSIDE THE
SCHEDULE . ]
[CODERS-COMPLETE COUNTY CODE HERE-LAST THREE DIGITS OF CODE---- - -- - ---- -

-

-
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SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGY FOR THE WINTER 1992 SAINT CLOUD STATE
UNIVERSITY SURVEY
. , The SCSU Survey is an ongoing survey research extenstion of the Social
Science Research Institute in the College of Social Sciences at St.
Cloud State University. Dr. Steve Frank began the survey in 1980
conducting several omnibus surveys each year of central Minnesota
adults in conjunction with his Political Science classes. The omnibus
surveys have continued but have shifted to a statewide focus. Dr. John
Murphy serves as co-director along with Frank. Clients can buy into the
survey or contract for specialized surveys.
Directors of the survey are Dr. Steve Frank, SCSU Professor of
Political Science and Dr. John Murphy, SCSU Professor of Sociology Six
selected students served as student directors-Peace Bransberger, Emily
Eastburn, Thomas Frendt, Chistine Jones, Chris Makinen, and Douglas
Schoenberg.
After several hours of training and screening about 60 political
science and sociology students conducted the actual interviews. They
were monitored by supervisors and directors. All calls were made from
the SCSU Survey Research Laboratory. The survey was administered
between January 31 and February 5, 1992.
Several steps were taken to ensure that the telephone sample of
Minnesota adults 18 years of age or older was representative of the
larger population. Survey Sampling Inc. of Fairfield, Connecticut
prepared the random digit sample of telephone numbers. Random digit
dialing makes available changed, new, and unlisted numbers, whereas
drawing numbers from a telephone book may skip as many as 30% of
Minnesota households. Within each household the particular respondent
was determined in a statistically unbiased fashion. This means that the
selection process alternated between men and women and and older and
younger respondents. Few substitutions were allowed. In order to reach
hard-to-get respondents each number was called up to five times over
different days and times and appointments were made as necessary to
interview the designated respondent at their convenience. Most calls
were made on weekends and after 5:00 p.m. on weekdays, but weekday days
calls were made as necessary.
In samples of 808 interviews the overall sample error due to sampling
and other random effects is approximately plus/minus 3.5% at the 95%
level of confidence. This means that if one were to have drawn 20
samples of the state and administered the same instrument it would be
expected that the overall findings would be greater/lesser than 3.5%
only one time in twenty.
However, in all sample surveys there are other possible sources of
error for which precise estimates cannot be calculated. For subsamples
such as regions of the state the sample error may be larger.

Even though the demographics of the sample matched census and other
known characteristics of the larger state population very well, the
sample was weighted for sex. As is characteristic of telephone surveys
females were slightly oversampled. The completion rate of the survey
was 58%, several percentage points above the average for professional
marketing firms. When the S.C.S.U. Survey does specialized contract
surveys we use a smaller, more skilled group of student interviewers
and the completion rate ranges from 68% to 80+%. These completion rates
mean that once an eligible household was reached about six of ten
possible respondents agreed to participate in the survey.
Coding of open-ended political questions was done by a team of coders
working with student and faculty directors.
The total survey consisted of 58 variables. Additional material on the
survey's methodology and findings are available by contacting Frank or
Murphy.
THE DIRECTORS ARE MEMBERS OF THE MIDWEST ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC
OPINION RESEARCH (M.A.P.O.R.) AND THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC
OPINION RESEARCH AND SUBSCRIBE TO THE CODE OF ETHICS OF THE
A.A.P.O.R.

SCSU SURVEY

PUBLICLY RELEASED RESULTS FROM
FEBRUARY, 1992 SCSU SURVEY OF MINNESOTA ADULTS
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UNIVERSITY SURVEY
The SCSU Survey is an ongoing survey research extenstion ot the Social
Science Research Institute in the College of Social Sciences at St.
Cloud State University. Dr. Steve Frank began the survey in 1980
-, ,conducting several omnibus surveys each year of central Minnesota
adults in conjunction with his Political Science classes. The omnibus
surveys have continued but have shifted to a statewide focus. Dr. John
Murphy serves as co-director along with Frank. Clients can buy into the
survey or contract for specialized surveys.
Directors of the survey are Dr. Steve Frank, SCSO Professor of
Political Science and Dr. John Murphy, SCSO Professor o! Sociology Six
selected students served as student directors-Peace Bransberger, Emily
Eastburn, Thomas Frendt, Chistine Jones, Chris Makinen, and Douglas
Schoenberg.
After several hours o! training and screening about 60 political
science and sociology students conducted the actual interviews. They
were monitored by supervisors and directors. All calls were made !rom
the SCSO Survey Research Laboratory. The survey vas administered
between January 31 and February 5, 1992.
Several steps were taken to ensure that the telephone sample ot
Minnesota adults 18 years o! age or older was representative o! the
larger population. Survey Sampling Inc. of Fairfield, Connecticut
prepared the random digit sample o! telephone numbers. Random digit
dialing makes available changed, new, and unlisted numbers, whereas
drawing numbers from a telephone book may skip as many as 301 ot
Minnesota households. Within each household the particular respondent
was determined in a statistically unbiased fashion. This means that the
selection process alternated between men and women and and older and
younger respondents. Few substitutions were allowed. In order to reach
hard-to-get respondents each number was called up to five times over
different days and times and appointments were made as necessary to
interview the designated respondent at their convenience. Most calls
were made on weekends and a!ter 5:00 p.m. on weekdays, but weekday days
calls were made as necessary.
·
In samples of 818 interviews the overall sample error due to sampling
and other random effects is approximately plus/minus 3.51 at the 951
level of confidence. This means that if one were to have drawn 20
samples of the stata and administered the same instrument it would be
expected that the overall findings would be greater/lesser than 3.51
only one time in twenty.
However, in all sample surveys there are other possible sources of
error tor which precise estimates cannot be calculated. For subsamples
such as regions of the state the sample error may be larger.
Even though the demographics of the sample matched census and other
kn,vn characteristics of the larger state population very well, the
sample was weighted for sex. As is characteristic of telephone surveys
females were slightly oversampled. The completion rate o! the survey
was S81, several percentage points above the average tor professional
marketing firms. When the S.C.S.O. Survey does specialized contract
surveys we use a smaller, more skilled group of student interviewers
and the completion rate ranges from 681 to 80+1. These completion rates
mean that once an eligible household was reached about six of ten
possible respondents agreed to participate in the survey.
Coding of open-ended political questions was done by a team of coders
working with student and faculty directors.
The total survey consisted of 58 variables. Additional material on the
survey's methodology and findings are available by contacting Frank or
Murphy.
THE DIRECTORS ARE MEMBERS OF THE MIDWEST ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC
OPINION RESEARCH (M.h.P.O.R.) AND THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC
OPINION RESEARCH ANO SUB~CRIBE TO THE CODE OF ETHICS OF THE
A.A.P.O.R.
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SCSU SURVEY SHOWS GOVERNOR CARLSON'S FAVORABILITY RATING DECLINING
ST. CLOUD, Minn. (Feb.)

(2-18-92)

Governor Arne Carlson's overall favorability rat-

ing is decreasing according to the results of a statewide survey, conducted by
St. Cloud State University (SCSU), that were released in a press conference
today.
The results of the survey, conducted between Jan. 31 and Feb. 5, 1992, show
Carlson's favorability rating falling from a high mean score of 52.6 in the
spring of 1990 to 42.3.

The SCSU Survey contacted 818 Minnesotans and asked

them 55 questions designed to determine their opinions on a number of political
issues including what they feel is the most important issue facing the state,
how they feel about the politicians in office and which political party they
feel can best deal with the problems they cited.

The survey allows an overall

sample error of plus or minus 3.5 percent due to sampling error and other random
effects.
Carlson's rating, and ratings of other politicians, are the result of the
"Feeling Thermometer," which allows respondents to give a favorability rating
of the subject.

On the rating scale, a score of 50 or more is seen as warm or

favorable score and a mean score less than 50 is seen as cold or unfavorable.
In addition to Carlson, Sen. Paul Wellstone and Sen. Dave Durenberger also
received "cold" ratings.
49.5.

Wellstone's mean score was 46.8 and Durenberger's was

While President Bush received a warm rating of 53.1, this is a drastic

decrease from a "warm" score of 61.3 in spring 1990.

Other people who earned

"cool" favorability ratings were Jon Grunseth, who received a 37.2, and David
Duke, who earned a "freezing" 15.2.
-more-

SCSU is an equal opportunity educator and employer.
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SURVEY RESULTS -- add 1
Results of the survey indicate a number of changes in what Minnesotans feel
are the most important issues facing the state.

The issue receiving the most

votes was taxes, followed closely by combined economic problems.

Twenty seven

percent of respondents listed taxes as the most important and 25 percent listed
combined economic concerns.

Among respondents who listed economic problems as

the most important issue, Democrats were seen as better able to deal with these
problems.

The Democrats enjoyed a 41 to 18 percent advantage.

Two issues that

received a high level of recognition in the spring 1990 survey, environmental
concerns and a combined category of drugs and crime, decreased in importance.
Environmental issues decreased from 16 to four percent and the combined drug and
crime category decreased from 14 to five percent.
When asked which political party they thought could best deal with the problems they cited, the Democratic party earned a 35 to 22 percent advantage.

The

spring 1990 survey indicated a tie between the Democrats and the Republicans.
In the recent survey, Democrats were listed as better able to handle
environmental, medical and health care and education issues.

Republicans were

given the advantage in dealing with the state's budget problems, welfare waste
and business problems.
The survey also asked respondents which political party they would like to
see control both houses of the Minnesota Legislature.
listed Democrats and 20 percent said Republicans.

Twenty three percent

Almost half, 47 percent, said

they had not given any thought to the issue, while six percent said they wanted
the legislature divided.
-more-

SURVEY RESULTS

add 2

The SCSU survey is an ongoing survey extension of the Social Science
Research Institute in the College of Social Science at SCSU.

Steve Frank, SCSU

political science professor, founded the survey in 1980 and conducts yearly
surveys to reveal public opinion.

Frank and John Murphy, co-director of the

SCSU Survey, conducted this survey along with a group of students.

More results

of this survey, including how Minnesotans rate themselves financially, their
feelings about the death penalty and if they think the state is headed in the
right direction, will be released on Friday, Feb. 21
For more information about the results released today, or about the history
of the SCSU Survey, contact Frank at (612) 255-4131.
-end(Contact: Angelo Gentile, director of public relations, (612) 255-3151).

SAINT CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY SURVEY RESULTS
[St.Cloud, MN. Febuary 17, 1992]
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Between January 31 and February S, 1992 the Saint Cloud State University
Survey conducted its annual survey of Minnesota adults. The telephone
survey asked a scientific random sample of 818 adults 55 questions [ a more
complete methodological statement is included.] The results of questions
relating to what Minnesotans think is the single most important problem
facing the state of Minnesota today; which political party, if any, could
best handle the problem they mentioned; which political party they would
like to see control both houses of the state legislature; and, "feeling
thermometer" results have been analyzed and released. Other results will be
released soon.
The thermometer allows the computation of a mean score (average) which
gives an indication of how Minnesotans feel toward various public figures.
Ratings of SO and higher indicate favorable feelings and warmth while
ratings of below SO indicate unfavorable feelings and coolness. Respondents
who don't know or couldn't judge the person were not included in the
computation of the means which allows the measure to be used as an indicter
of name recognition.
Note: Although not included in this report breakdowns are available by sex,
household income, political party, political ideology, region of the state,
religion, born again or not, and occupation.
SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM-There are advantages and disadvantages in
using an open-end question to measure citizen concerns. However it does
give a measure of wha_t problems concern Minnesotans. Minnesotans cited 47
problems, most of which have been grouped into categories. Specific
breakdowns are available. Although taxes are still cited by many (combined
category=27%), combined economic concerns have increased from 4% [ spring
1990] to 25%. Environmental concerns have decreased from 16% (spring 1990)
to 4% while combined concerns over crime and drugs has decreased from 14%
to 5%. Education was cited by 4% while there is an upswing to 4% of
Minnesotans who mentioned medical/health issues. The state budget, various
business concerns (business climate, business taxes, worker's
compensation), discrimination against women and welfare waste were offered
by 3%. One percent or less named concerns about abortion, agriculture, the
elderly, families, child care, gambling, racial discrimination, the poor
and the homeless, transportation, and various other social, political and
moral issues.
WHICH POLITICAL PARTY IF ANY CAN BEST HANDLE RESPONDENT'S NAMED PROBLEMMinnesotans' responses to this and to the question which poiitical party
they would like to control both houses of the state legislature indicate
possible trouble for Republican candidates. In the most recent SCSU Survey
Democrats are given a 35% to 22% edge as problem solvers. This compares to
an almost tie in the spring, 1992 survey and a 5% margin for the Democrats
in the spring 1988 survey.
Among respondents who mentioned economic concerns Democrats were
overwhelmingly seen as better able to handle these problems by a 41% to 18%
margin. Democrats have the advantage in areas such as environmental issues
(35% to 11%); medical/health (50% to 6%); and education (46% to 6%).
Democrats have a small (29% to 26%) edge over Republicans for taxes.
Crime/drugs is a statistical dead heat-30% Democrats and 29% Republican.
Republicans are given in edge for handling the state budget (39% to 15%);
welfare waste; and business problems (overwhelming Republican but a very
small number).

WHICH POLITICAL PARTY SHOULD CONTROL BOTH HOUSES OF THE MINNESOTA STATE
LEGISLATURE-[Note: this question contained a typographical error. The
survey instrument was basicly completed during November/December, 1991 and
then subjected to pretesting. The question read, "Looking ahead to next
years election in which all members of the Minnesota house and senate will
be elected, which of the following would you like to see happen--the
Republicans gain control of both houses, the Democrats maintain control of
both houses; or haven't you thought much about this issue?" The election is
this year-not next. However, an examination of responses doesn't indicate
the wording distorted the results.
As indicated in the accompanying charts the results are identical to those
from the spring 1990 survey. 23% want the Democrats to control both houses,
20% Republicans, almost half (47%) said they haven't thought much about it,
6% want the legislature divided, 2% gave other responses and 2% didn't
know.
FEELING THERMOMETER RESULTS-Thirteen public figures were included in the
feeling thermometer, some for the first time and many were in the fall 1988
or spring 1990 survey.
Don't know/can't judge-Almost 3/4ths of Minnesota adults said they couldn't
judge or didn't know (almost all were in the latter category-they have been
combined for analysis) new Speaker of the Minnesota House Dee Long (no
official titles are given) who was included for the first time.
About half (55%) said they can't judge/didn't know Roger Moe which has
happened since 1988. Vin Weber was included for the first time and about
half (47%) said they couldn't judge/didn't know him. Less than 1% couldn't
rate George Bush. Since leaving public office George Latimer's recognition
is declining. Arnie Carlson's percent of respondents stating can't
judge/don't know has declined from 53% in the fall 1988 survey to 5% today.
Unfortunately for the Governor, as Minnesotans come to know him they seem
to like him less~
Positive ratings-Although his name recognition is declining Minnesotans
still feel very warm toward Geogre Latimer (mean average of 60.3) and are
warming to Hubert H. Humphrey III (fall 1990=49.7, spring 1990=53.7,
now=55.9). Although he has declined from a mean of 61.3 in the spring 1990
survey, Minnesotans still feel fairly warm toward George Bush (mean=53.1).
They also seem to like first time included Joan Growe-mean=53.5. Those who
could give them him a rating are somewhat warm toward Roger Moe (50.9), Vin
Weber (mean=51.8) and Dee Long (51.5). Rudy Boschwitz has declined from a
warm 55.5 to 51.3.
Somewhat unfavorable-Included for the first time is Paul Wellstone who is
well known but is regarded somewhat unfavorably with a mean of 46.8. Fellow
U.S. Senator David Durenberger declined from a very warm 56.8 in the fall
1988 survey to a mean of 47.5 in the spring 1990 survey. He has rebounded a
bit to 49.5.
Unfavorable-Arnie Carlson had a somewhat warm average mean of 51.9 in the
fall 1990 survey which increased slightly to 52.6 in the spring 1990
survey. His percent of don't know/can't judge has declined from 53% to 5%
but his average has fallen to 42.3. Jon Grunseth is perceived very
·
unfavorably from 46.4 in the spring 1990 survey to a very cold 37.2.
Minnesotans thoroughly dislike David Duke who averages a freezing 15.2
which is by far the lowest ever recorded in the four years the survey has
csed the thermometer.

SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING THE
STATE OF MINNESOTA-4/88 4/90 2/92
·COMBINED CATEGORIES
.

.

Major Collapsed Categories
TAXES
ECON.

27%
~~~~

:

:m,.

BUS. CliffAXES
CRIME/DRUGS
ENVIR.
EDUC.

r"i--f-1~

,~

~~ ts%

MEDIC/HEAL.
0%

Source: SCSU Survey 2/92 N=794
4/90 N=745 4/88 N=709

20%

40%
60%
% Breakdowns

80%

100%

WHICH POLITICAL PARTY IF
ANY CAN BEST HANDLE NAMED
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM
OVERALL%

100% . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
80%
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0%

REP

DEM

0TH

SAME/NEITHER DON'T KNOW

POLITICAL PARTY

SOURCE: SCSU SURVEY 2/92 N=716
4/90 N=635 4/88 N=673

MN. ADULTS INDICATE WHO SHOULD CONTROL
THE MINNESOTA LEGISLATURE

DEM CON

DEM CON
20%

6%

NOT THOUGHT

NOT THOUGHT

47%

47%

SPRING 1990

Source: Spring 1990 SCSU Survey N~738
2/92 SCSU SURVEY N=794

FEB. 1992

"FEELING THERMOMETER" FEB. 1992 SCSU
SURVEY % STATING THEY DIDN'T KNOW OR
COULDN'T JUDGE PUBLIC FIGURE
PUBLIC FIGURE
BUSH
LATIMER
HHH Ill
MOE
CARLSON
·BOSCHWITZ
DUREN.
GRUNSETH
PERPICH
LONG
GROWE
WELL.
WEBER
D. DUKE

0%

20%

40%

60%

% DON'T KNOW /CAN'T JUDGE

SOURCE: FEB. 1992 SCSU SURVEY
OVERALL N=B 18

80%

100%

MEANS (AVERAGE) ON "FEELING THERMOMETER"
FEB. 1992 SCSU SURVEY OF MN. ADULTS
POLITICAL FIGURE
BUSH
LATIMER
HHH Ill
MOE
CARLSON
BOSCHWITZ
GRUNSETH
PERPICH
LONG
GROWE
WELLSTONE
WEBER
D.DUKE
DURENBURGER

53.1 :
60.3
55 .9

42.3
37.2

50.9

:

51.3 :

42.5

51.5 :
46.8
51.8 :
-@iiiii!!!!J!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.~49~.5_j_
: _ __j__ __j
53.5 :

1~

0
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40
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MEANS

SOURCE: FEB. 1992 SCSU SURVEY OVERALL
N=818 MEAN BASED ONLY ON RESPONDENTS
WHO COULD GIVE A RATING

-

80

100

SCSU SURVEY
"FEELING THERMOMETER" RESULTS
Here's a different kind of question. Please think of a thermometer that
has a range of Oto 100 degrees. I'd like you to rate your feelings
toward some of our political leaders and other people who are in the
news. Ratings on the thermometer between 50 and 100 degrees mean that
you feel favorable and warm toward the person. Ratings between O and 50
mean that you don't feel too favorable toward the person.
If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize. you don't need to
rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.
If you do recognize the name, but don't feel particularly warm or cold
toward the person, you would rate the person at the 50 degree mark.
PERSON

MEAN

10/88

N I CAN'T

4/90

MEAN

N

JUDGE/

I CAN'T
JUDGE/

U.i2.

MEAN

OK

OK

N

I CAN'T
JUDGE/

PK
53.1

794

.a,

21

60.3

592

26

643

10

55.9

723

2

53.6

369

49

50.9

358

55

53

52.6

426

41

42.3

763

5

4

52.5

673

6

51.3

760

5

50.5

367

49

47.5

677

6

49.5

755

6

DAVE PRINTY

48.0

160

78

JON GRONSETH

46.4

159

78

37.2

666

17

45.3

685

4

42.5

656

6

DEE LONG

51.5

221

72

JOAN GROWE

53.S

596

26

PAUL
WELLS TONE

46.8

727

9

VIN WEBER

51.8

422

47

GEORGE BUSH

46.9

614

RONALD REAGAN

42.9

625

.2

GEORGE LATIMER

58.7

499

HUBERT H.
HUMPHREY III

49.7

ROGER MOE

61.3

710

20

60.1

571

589

4

53.7

50.5

260

58

ARNIE CARLSON

51.9

289

RUDY
BOSCHWITZ

55.5

590

21

MIKE HATCH
DAVID
DURE NB URGER

56.8

592

5

RUDY
PERPICH

50.2

611

2

MICHAEL
DUKAKIS

52.4

603

3

11

•

DAVID DUKE
- I
-I
15.2
595
[DON'T KNOW/CAN'T JUDGE EXCLUDED FROM THE DETERMINATION OF THE MEAN]
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SCSU SURVEY INDICATES MINNESOTANS FAVOR DEATH PENALTY FOR CONVICTED MURDERERS
ST. CLOUD, Minn. (Feb.) -- Minnesotans solidly support the death penalty,
according to the results of a statewide survey conducted by St. Cloud State
University, though the percentage of those in favor has slightly decreased
compared with the same survey of two years ago.

Results were released in a

press conference today.
Results of the survey, conducted between~ and Feb. 5, 1992, show that
nearly 60 percent of the respondents supporteMeath penalty for
convicted murderers and would vote to change the state's constitution to allow
the death penalty.

Two years ago, about 65 percent supported passing a bill

through the legislature to allow the death penalty.
The SCSU survey contacted 818 Minnesotans and asked them 55 questions
designed to determine their opinions on a number of issues related to political
issues.

Some results, such as: how Minnesotans feel about some of the

politicians in office, what they think the most important problems facing the
state are and which political party they think could best handle them, were
released during a news conference Tuesday.
In addition to the question about the death penalty, the results released
today indicate how Minnesotans rate themselves financially, if they feel the
state is headed in the right direction and how they feel about term limits on
state legislators.

The survey allows an overall sample error of plus or minus

3.5 percent due to sampling error and other random effects.
-more-

· SCSU is an equal opportunity edUCltor and employer.

SCSU SURVEY -- add 1
Similar surveys were conducted in 1988 and 1990.

Minnesotans, like most

other United States residents, rated their financial situation more negatively
than they did two or four years ago.

In the latest survey, about four out of

ten said their financial situation was worse than it was a year ago.
compares to three out of ten in the previous surveys.

This

Other results show that

the percentage of Minnesotans who feel they are better off now than one year ago
had decreased to 32 percent from 45 percent two years ago.

Results of the sur-

vey also show that Minnesotans are optimistic about the future.

About half, 51

percent, said they expect to be better off financially one year from now.
Results indicate Minnesotans are evenly divided on whether or not they feel
the state is headed in the right direction.

About 40 percent said they thought

the state was headed in the right direction, while the same number said it was
not.

The responses show Minnesotans with a more negative view, as 1990 results

showed nearly 60 percent saying they thought the state was headed in the right
direction.
When asked about term limits for state legislators, most respondents said
they favored limiting terms.

About one third, 29 percent, said they wanted leg-

islators to serve as long as people in their districts wanted them to.

Those

who favored limits were asked how many years they thought a person should be
able to serve.

The averages were a mean of 6.2 and a median of 6.
-more-
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scsu SURVEY: r-oST MINNESOTA ADULTS SAY HEALTH CARE SHOULD BE A RIGHT GUARANTEED
BY GOVERNMENT, BUT THOSE SURVEYED DIFFER ON HOW HEALTH CARE SHOULD BE FINANCED
ST. CLOUD, Minn. (March) -- More than two-thirds of adult Minnesotans
recently surveyed by St. Cloud State University (SCSU) say that health care is
right that should be guaranteed by the government .
A total of 818 adults statewide were polled on a series of questions posed
by the SCSU Survey, co-directed by Dr. Steve Frank and Dr. John Murphy,
St. Cloud State University. The questions and the results replicated findings
released in October in a Time/CNN Poll, and those of an ABC/Washington Post Poll
released in December, according to Frank, SCSU professor of political science.
The SCSU Survey asked Minnesotans polled between Jan. 31 and Feb. 5 two
questions relating to health care . In the first question, whether health care
is a right, more than two-thirds of Minnesota adults believe health care is a
right that should be guaranteed by government. "This is an almost exact comparison to national findings," Frank said. "Almost all segments of every demographic group examined in the SCSU study thought it was a right, but there
is varying support for this position."
Those most likely to say it is a right are Democrats (83 percent),
independents (79 percent), 18- to 24-year-olds (73 percent), and liberals
(85 percent). The SCSU Survey found that while each group thought it was a right,
57 percent of the Republicans and 66 percent of the political conservatives
were supportive. Other groups expressing less support for this position were

those 65 years or older (61 percent), and farmers (59 percent).
The Time/CNN Poll asked this question of 1,000 United States residents last
October: •Do you think health care is a right that should be guaranteed by the
government, or that all people should pay for health care themselves?"
-morec::a:, ' i< a., !"Cmal <mmrtuni!V eduaitor and emolover.
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The results of the question relating to financing health care showed
that Minnesotans are less supportive of a national plan run by the government
when compared to national survey results.
The second question asked of 1,512 United States residents by the
ABC/Washington Post Poll last December was: "Which of the following three
approaches to financing health care would you favor-- a national health care plan
run by the government, financed by the taxpayers which would cover all
Americans; a health care plan that requires business either to provide coverage
for their employees or contribute to a federal fund that would cover all
employees; or maintain the current system of private insurance, Medicare and
Medicaid?"
In Minnesota, 33 percent of those surveyed by SCSU supported a national
plan run by the government, compared to 44 percent of those in the United States
as a whole. Thirty-eight percent of the Minnesotans surveyed, compared to 32
percent in the United States, favored a business plan commonly referred to as
"pay or play." Only two of ten Minnesotans (21 percent) and two of ten Americans
(20 percent) favor keeping the current system. Frank noted that the copyrighted
Minnesota Poll taken several weeks after the SCSU Survey asked an identical
question. It found that 35 percent of those surveyed support the national plan,
39 percent support "pay or play," and 20 percent favored the current plan.
In the SCSU Survey, those favoring the government plan tend to be Democrats
(43 percent government and 40 percent business), and liberals (45 percent government). Republicans tend to favor the business plan (42 percent) or keeping
the current system (35 percent) as do political conservatives--40 percent, the
business plan and 31 percent, the current system. A plurality of Minnesotans
65 years or older also tend to favor keeping the current system (46 percent).
For a more complete demographic breakdown on these questions, or for more
information, contact Steve Frank at (612) 255-4131.
-end(CONTACT: Deborah Hudson, assistant public relations director, (612) 255-3151).
SCSU SURVEY ACTUALITIES AVAILABLE BY CALLING 255-2067.
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SCSO SURVEY: ALMOST ALL MINNESOTANS THINK MINNESOTA IS A DESIRABLE PLACE
IN WHICH TO LIVE
SAINT CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY SURVEY RESULTS
[ St. Cloud, Minn.

(March)

Between January 31 and February 5, 1992 the Saint Cloud State University
Survey conducted its annual survey of Minnesota adults. The telephone
survey asked a scientific random sample of 818 adults 55 questions [ a more
complete methodological statement is included.] One question asked
respondents, "We would like to begin by asking you how you feel about
Minnesota as a place to live. Do you consider it very desirable, somewhat
desirable, somewhat undesirable, or very undesirable."
Over nine of ten Minnesotans think Minnesota is a desirable place in which
to live ( 64% very desirable, 32% somewhat desirable). Only 3% said the
state was somewhat or very undesirable as a place in which to live.
There was little to no difference among the various demographic and other
variables examined in this study. Respondents sixty five and older were
most likely to say it was very desirable ( 76%) compared to 18-24 year olds
(57%). Only 53% of those who thought the state was headed in the wrong
direction thought it was very desirable compared to 74% who believed the
state was headed in the right direction. Respondents who said they were
financially worse off over the past year were also less likely to state
very desirable, 58% compared to about 69% who said their financial status
was the same or better.
This is the first time this question was included in a statewide survey. In
a October, 1987 survey of 855 St. Cloud area adults 58% said very
desirable, 37% somewhat desirable, 3% somewhat undesirable, 1% very
undesirable, and 1% don't know.
It doesn't appear the results are €ffected much by the time of year the
question is asked.
Frank notes that one would probably find similar results in most, if not
all, states. People tend to form attachments to the area in which they
live.
Note: More complete breakdowns are available for sex, household income,
political party, political ideology, region of the state, religion, born
again or not, and occupation.

MINNESOTA VIEWS ON MINNESOTA AS A
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SCSU SURVEY: MORE MINNESOTANS CONSIDER THEMSELVES POLITICAL INDEPENDENTS
ST. CLOUD, Minn. (April) -- Results of a recent St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) Survey show that while there continues to be more Minnesotans who consider themselves to be Democrats than Republicans, a plurality of Minnesotans
surveyed consider themselves independents.
The results come from questions asked by the SCSU Survey between Jan. 31
and Feb. S. A total of 818 Minnesotans statewide were asked questions designed
to determine their opinions on a number of political issues including what the
_.-_:_:most important problems they feel the state is facing, if the state is headed in
the right direction and how they feel about certain political figures.

In addi-

tion to these questions, respondents were asked to tell what political party they
supported and if they considered themselves to be liberal, conservative or
moderate.
The survey results show that a plurality of respondents consider themselves
independents, according to Dr. Steve Frank, SCSU professor of political science
and survey co-director.

Forty percent said they were independents, while 32

percent said they were Democrats and 21 percent considered themselves
Republicans.

•The numbers from Minnesota are close to national figures which

show 36 percent independent, 35 percent Democrat and 28 percent Republican,•

Frank said. However, only about 10 percent are true independents, most independents consider themselves closer to the Democrats or Republicans and usually
vote that way.
These statewide numbers represent a change from results of a similar
question asked in 1988 by the SCSU Survey. In 1988, according to Frank,
36 percent of respondents said they were Democrats, 33 percent independents and
24 percent Republicans.
~oreSCSU is an equal opporrunity educiror and emplover.
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The survey also found that those most likely to call themselves Democrats
are female, those with combined household incomes of $40,000 or less,
Christians, Catholics and Lutherans and those with less than a high school
education.
Republicans tended to be those with combined household incomes of $50,000
or more, born again Christians, most Protestant denominations, 45 to
54-year-olds and those with professional occupations such as doctors and lawyers,
according to the results.
~

Respondents were also asked which political ideology--conservative, liberal or moderate--they consider themselves to be.

Thirty-five percent said they

were conservative, while 31 percent said they were moderate and 30 percent con-

sidered themselves liberal.

These numbers are almost identical to 1988 results

with the exception of tpe number of conservatives decreasing from 36 to 35

percent, according to Frank.
NNationwide, about 45 percent of Americans call themselves conservatives, 31
percent moderates, 20 percent liberals and 4 percent do not know,u Frank noted.
The SCSU survey is an ongoing survey extension of the Social Science
Research Institute in the College of Social Science at SCSU~

Steve Frank, SCSU

political science professor, founded the survey in 1980 and conducts yearly surveys to reveal public opinion.

Frank and John Murphy, co-director of the SCSU

Survey, conducted this survey along with a group of students.
For more information about the results released today, or about the history
of the SCSU Survey, contact Frank at (612) 255-4131.
-end(Contact: Deborah Hudson, assistant public relations director, (612) 255-3151).
ATTENTION BROADCASTERS: SCSU SURVEY ACTUALITIES AVAILABLE BY CALLING
(612) 255-2067.

SCSO SORVBY: POLITICAL PAR.TY AFFILIATION AND SBLF DESCRIBED POLITICAL
IDEOLOGY OF MINNESOTANS REMAINS FAIRLY STABLE OVBR TIIB PAST FOOR YEARS.
THERE ARE MORE DEMOCRATS THAN REPUBLICANS BOT INDEPENDENTS APPEAR. TO BE
INCREASING. SLIGHTLY MORE MINNESOTANS DESCRIBE TIIBIR VIEWS AS CONSERVATIVE
RATHER THAN LIBERAL.

SAINT CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY SURVEY RESULTS
[St.Cloud, Minn.

(March)

Between January 31 and February 5, 1992 the Saint Cloud State University
Survey conducted its annual survey of Minnesota adults. The telephone
survey asked a scientific random sample of 817 adults 55 questions [ a more
complete methodological statement is included.] These results relate to two
questions relating to party identification and self-described political
ideology. Note: More complete breakdowns are available for sex, household
income, political party, political ideology, region of the state, religion,
born again or not, and occupation.
The party question read, "Do you usually consider yourself to be a
Democrat, Republican or independent?--[If Dem. or Rep} Would you say that
you always vote (Democrat/Republican) or do you sometimes vote for a person
of the other party? [IF INDEPENDENT] Although you are an independent, do
you usually consider yourself to be closer to the Democrats or the
Republicans?
The political ideology question read, "Thinking about your own general
approach to politics, do you consider yourself to be very liberal, somewhat
liberal, moderate, somewhat conservative, or very conservative?"
As detailed in the enclosed graphs Minnesotans there are more Minnesota
Democrats then Repblicans however there appears to be a slight shift toward
the independent category. Most independents may not be "true" independents
as they consider themselves closer to one of the two parties. Less than 1%
cite other parties. Minnesota is somewhat similar to the nation; nationwide
35% are Democrats, 36% independent, and 28 % Republican.
[NOTE THE FOLLOWING ARE VERY GENERAL TENDENCIES]
The following groups are more likely to call themselves Democrats rather
than Republican: self-described liberals; females; those with combined
household incomes of $40,000 or less; Christians who do not consider
themselves "born-again;" Catholics and Lutherans; occupations groups such
as service, blue collar, and students; those with less than a high school
education, however there isn't that much difference between college
graduates; counties in the Range area, and the Metropolitan counties tend
to be more Democratic.
Republicans tend to draw better from self-described political
conservatives; combined household incomes of $50,000 or more; born again
Christians; most Protestant denominations; 45-54 year olds; and
occupational categories such as executives, doctors and lawyers.
Nationwide about 45% of Americans call themselves conservative, 31%
moderate and 20% liberal, 4% don't know (Roper, 1990). Minnesota adults
identify themselves as 35% conservative, 31% moderate, 30% liberal and 4%
don't know. Minnesotans, like Americans nationwide, are more likely to
call themselves conservative rather than liberal but the percentage of
conservatives is less than the nation while the percentage of liberals is
higher than that found nationwide.
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SCSU SURVEY: MINNESOTANS SAY FUNDING NEEDS TO BE INCREASED FOR STATE'S HIGHER
EDUCATION SYSTEMS; RESPONDENTS WILLING TO PAY TAXES TO MAINTAIN QUALITY, ACCESS

:::Ontact: (612) 255-3151

ST. CLOUD, Minn. (March) -- Slightly more than half of all Minnesotans who
responded to a recent St. Cloud State University (SCSU) Survey said funding for
the Minnesota State University System, the Minnesota Corrrnunity College System
and the University of Minnesota System should be increased.
The most recent SCSU Survey, conducted between Jan. 31 and Feb. 5, asked a
random sample of 817 adults a total of 55 questions, according to Dr. John
Murphy, professor of sociology and co-director of the SCSU Survey. Results of
the three categories of the survey regarding state funding of Minnesota's public
colleges and universities were released today (March 23) at news conferences in
St. Cloud and St. Paul.
The survey also reported that about half of all respondents in the statewide survey said they were willing to pay more taxes if the quality of education
at the state's public higher education institutions decreased because of reduced
funding. Here is a breakdown of the survey results:
ATTITUDES TOWARD GENERAL FUNDING
When asked if the legislature should increase, decrease or maintain the
current level of funding for Minnesota's public higher education systems,
slightly more than one-half of all respondents (51 percent to 53 percent) said
it should be increased for Minnesota's corrrnunity college, state university and
the University of Minnesota systems, according to Murphy.
Approximately one-fifth (19 percent to 21 percent) felt current funding
levels should be maintained and only 3 percent to 5 percent felt the level
should be decreased, according to the survey. One-fourth (24 percent to 25
percent) had no opinion.
-more-

I
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Those identifying themselves as Democrats or Independents and those under
the age of 54 tended to be more supportive of funding increases than did those
identifying themselves as Republicans or as having no party affiliation, and
those over the age of 55, Murphy noted. Other variables such as county of
residence, income, religion, occupation or sex had no effect upon respondents
attitudes (refer to Tables 1.1-1.7 for further detail).
QUALITY OF EDUCATION AND FUNDING
"Approximately one-half of all Minnesotans were willing to pay more taxes
if the quality of education at the state's public higher education institutions
decreased because of reduced funding," Murphy said. Specifically, 51 percent
of those surveyed were willing to increase their taxes for the community
colleges, 50 percent for the Minnesota State University System, and 47 percent
for the University of Minnesota system.
One out of three were not willing to increase their taxes, according to the
survey. Thirty-eight percent said they would not pay more taxes for the
community college system, as did 36 percent for the Minnesota State University
System and 39 percent for the University of Minnesota system.

Generally, those

under the age of 64 and those identifying themselves as Democrats or
Independents were more likely to support tax increases than were those over the
age of 65 and those identifying themselves as Republican or as having no political affiliation. Other demographic variables had no effect upon respondents
attitudes (refer to Tables 2.1-2.6 for further detail).
REDUCED ACCESS AND FUNDING
If state funding cutbacks caused students to be denied admission to a state
supported college or university or if students could not enroll in classes they
needed to graduate, almost three out of five Minnesotans would be willing to pay
more taxes to increase state funding.
-more-
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Specifically, 58 percent of Minnesotans are willing to increase funding for
the corrmunity colleges and the Minnesota State University ,System and 56 percent
are willing to increase funding for the University of Minnesota system.
According to Murphy, a total of 23 percent of those surveyed felt that lowered admissions and class reductions are acceptable solutions to state funding
decreases for the corrmunity colleges and the Minnesota State University System,
while 25 percent felt this was acceptable for the University of Minnesota system.
Democrats and Independents and those under the age of 54 were the most willing
to increase funding for all state higher education systems.

Other demographic

variables had no effect upon respondents' attitudes (refer to Tables 3.1-3.7 for
further detail).
The statewide survey asked a scientifically random sample of 817 adults 55
questions regarding various political and social issues.

The sampling error for

a sample of this size is plus-minus 3.5 percent at the 95 percent level of
confidence.

The response rate was 58 percent. (A more detailed methodology

statement is attached.)
For more information on the SCSU Survey, contact Dr. John Murphy, SCSU professor of sociology, at (612) 255-2154.
-end(CONTACT: Deborah Hudson, assistant public relations director, (612) 255-3151).
RADIO STATIONS: ACTUALITIES ON THIS SURVEY ARE AVAILABLE BY CALLING THE
SCSU SURVEY AT (612) 255-2067.

OQESTIQN 1;

ATTITUDES TOWARD GENERAL FONDING

Here's a slightly different education topic. Last year the Minnesota
State Legislature decreased funding for Minnesota's public higher
education system. This year the legislature is again considering
funding for these systems. How do you personally feel about this? Do
you think the legislature should maintain the current level of reduced
funding; 2.t:, increase the level of funding; 21:, further decrease the
level of funding for each of the following. If you are not sure or
don't know just tell me and I'll move on to another area.

Table 1.1

Percent Advocating :Increase, Decrease or Maintenance
of CUrrent Level of State Funding for
Public Colleges and Universities

~Gmmunity College System
State Univ. System
Univ. of MN System

Increase
52%
53
51

Decrease
3%

4
5

Maintain
21%
19
20

Don't Know
25%

24
24

1

Table 1.2
Political Identification and Respondent's Attitude
Toward Increasing, Decreasing or Maintaining current
Level of Funding for Com:munity College*

ID~t:~A§~

Pai;:ty
Democrat
Independent
Republican
Don't Know

Q~~t:~A~I

58%
54
42
41

1%
4
3
5

MAintst.iD

t2Qn't KnQlf

18%
22
25
11

23%
21
31
43

*Rows may not total 100% due to rounding.

Table 1.3
Respondent's Age and Attitudes Toward Increasing, Decreasing,
or Maintaining current Level of Funding for Community Colleges*

Inci;:eas~
~

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

Qec;reas~

63%
58
59

0%

49
47

7
4

30

3

l

3

Maintain

Qon't Knolf

23%
20
19
24
19
21

14%
21
19
20
30
46

*Rows may not total 100% due to rounding.
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Table 1.4

Political Identification and Attitudes Toward Increasing,
Decreasing, or Maintaining CUrrent Level of Funding for
state University System*

Party
Democrat
Independent
Republican
Don't Know

ln!;;a~:esuu~

Decrease
2%
3
4
9

59%
57
41
39

Maintain

Dgn't Kn21t

17%
19
25
13

22%
21
31
39

*Rows may not total 100% due to rounding.

Table 1.5
Respondent's Age and Attitudes Toward Increasing, Decreasing,
or Maintaining CUrrent Level of Funding
for state University System

ln~rease

&m

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

70%
57
58
53
42
34

Decrease

Maintain

11
4
1
7
5
4

*Rows may not total 100% due to rounding.
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21%
18
26
22
20
17

P2n't Kn21t
8%
21
21
18
32
44

Table 1.6
Political Identification and Attitudes Toward Increasing,
Decreasing, or Maintaining current Level of Funding
for the University of Minnesota System•

Party

Democrat
Independent
Republican
Don't Know

ln~r~a:1§
571
53
42
35

I:!§~r~a§~
31
6
6
9

Ma.inta.in

C2n't ID2~

201
20
21
18

201
21
31
38

*Rows may not total 1001 due to rounding.

Table 1.7

.Respondent's Age and Attitudes Toward Increasing, Decreasing,
_ or Maintaining current Level of Funding for the University
of Minnesota System*

ln~r~a§e

&m

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

66-I

55
56
51
42
33

cecrease
41
5
3
9
9
5

*Rows may not total 1001 due to rounding.

Maintain

J:2on't 1n2w

18-I
20
21
22
19

12%
20
20
18
30
43

19

QUESTION 2;

ATTITUDES TOWARD QUAX,ITY OF EDUCATION AND FUNDING

If the quality of education decreased at Minnesota's public higher
education institutions because of decreased state funding_, would you,
personally, be willing to pay more taxes to increase funding for the:

Table 2.1

Percent Willing to Pay more Taxes if Decreased State Funding
Resulted in Decreased Quality of Education
Willing to
Increase

Community College System
State Univ. System
Univ. of MN System

Taxes

51%
50

47

Not Willing
to Increase

Taxes

38%
36
39

Don't Know
12%

13
13

1

Table 2.2
Respondent's Age and Willingness to Pay More Taxes if
Decreased state Funding Decreased Quality of Education
in Collllllunity Colleges
Willing to
Age,

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

Increase Taxes
471
48
61

52
54
35

Not Willing to

Increase Taxes

Don't Know

431
40
33
34
38
42

101
12
6

14
8

23

3

Table 2.3

Political Identification and Willingness to Pay More Taxes
if Decreased State Funding Decreased Quality of Education
in the State University System*
Willing to

Party

Increase Taxes

Democrat
Independent
Republican
Don't Know

Not Willing to

Increase Taxes

Don't Know

291

151
10
12
25

551
54
41
41

36

47
34

*Rows may not total 100% due to rounding.

Table 2.4
Respondent's Age and Willingness to Pay More Taxes if
Decreased State Funding Decreased Quality of Education
in the State University System*
Willing to

&a

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

Increase Taxes

Not Willing to

Increase Taxes

Don't Know

29%
38

8%
14

34
36

15

39

0

41

25

63%
49
58
49
52
34

*Rows may not total 100% due to rounding.

4

8

Table 2.5

Political Identification and Willingness to . Pay More Taxes if
Decreased State Funding Decreased Quality of Education in
the University of Minnesota System*
Willing to

Party

Democrat
Independent
Republican
Don't Know

Increase Taxes

Not Willing to

Increase Taxes

54%
41

31%
41
47

39

39

48

Don't Know
15%
11
12
22

*Rows may not total 100% due to rounding

Table 2.6
Respondent's Age and Willingness to Pay More Taxes if Decreased
state Funding Decreased Quality of Education in the
University of Minnesota System*
Willing to
Increase Taxes

Not Willing to
Increase Taxes

Don't Know

Ag§.

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

5·2%
47
54
47
49
34

35%

14%
13

39
39
38

15

44
41

25

8

7

*Rows may not total 100% due to rounding.
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QUESTION 3:

ATTITUDES TOWARD REDUCED ACCESS AND FUNDING

Many of Minnesota's public higher education institutions may lower
their enrollments and may reduce.the number of classes offered because
of state funding cutbacks. As a result, qualified students may be
denied admission into a community college or university and currently
enrolled students may not get classes they need to graduate. How do
you feel about this? Do you think the situation I just described is
an acceptable solution to the funding reductions 21:. do you think state
funding should be increased in order to reduce the problems I have
described, even if it means higher taxes for you personally?
Is this acceptable or should state funding be increased for:

Table 3.1
Percent Feeling State Funding Should be Increased or Remain
the Same if CUrrent cutbacks Force Reductions in
Enrollment and Class Offerings

Increase
Community College System
State Univ. System
Univ. of MN System

58%
58
56

Decrease
Acceptable
23%
23
25

Don't Know
19%
19
20

1

Table 3.2
Political Identification and Attitudes Toward Increasing or
Maintaining CUrrent Funding if CUrrent Funding cutbacks
Force Reductions in Enrollment and Class Offerings
for Community Colleges
Increase

Party
Democrat
Independent
Republican
Don't Know

Decrease

Funding

AQQil2tslbl~

68%
56
52
50

15%
24
29
29

D2n't Kng~
17%
20
19
21

Table 3.3
Respondents Age and Attitudes Toward Increasing or Maintaining
CUrrent Funding if CUrrent Funding cutbacks Force Reductions
in Enrollment and Class Offerings for Community Colleges
Increase

~

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

Funding

Decrease
Acce12tal;2;J.e

74%
62
64
59
48
37

20%
21
19
23
35
28

Qon't Know
6%
17
17
18
17
35

3

Table 3.4
Political Identification and Attitudes Toward Increasing or
Maintaining CUrrent Funding if CUrrent Funding cutbacks Force
Reductions in Enrollment and Class Offerings for ~e
state University System

Party
Democrat
Independent
Republican
Don't Know

Increase
Funding
67%
58
50
57

Decrease
A~~112t~bl1
17%
22
33
22

Don't KDQ~
16%
20
17
21

Table 3.5

-· Respondents Age and Attitudes Toward Increasing or Maintaining
CUrrent Funding if CUrrent Funding cutbacks Force Reductions
in Enrollment and Class Offerings for the State University System
Increase
Funding
~

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

4

74%
62
64
59
48

37

Decrease
A~~e12taJil.1
20%
21
19
23
35
28

Don't Koo~
6%
17
17
18
17
35

CQBBBCTIQH
Table 3.5
Respondents Age and Attitudes Toward :Increasing or Maintaining
current Funding if CUrrent Funding cutbacks Poree Reductions
in Enrollment and Class Offerings for the State University System*
Increase

Funding
Asa

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

Decrease
AQQiU2tAQl•

81% .
63
64
59
48
37

*Rows may not total 100% due to rounding.

13%
19
20
27
36
28

DQD't Xl)QJi

6%
18
16
18
16
35

Table 3.6
Political Identification and Attitudes Toward Increasing or
Maintaining current Funding if CUrrent Funding cutbacks Force
Reductions in Enrollment and Class Offerings for the
University of Minnesota System*

Party

Democrat
Independent
Republican
Don't Know

Increase
Funding

Decrease
Acce12tabl~

65%
55
49
48

Don't KnQw

18%
24

18%
22
18
28

33

24

*Rows may not total 100% due to rounding.

Table 3.7

Respondent's Age and Attitudes Toward Increasing or Maintaining
- current Funding if current Funding cutbacks Force Reductions
in Enrollment and Class Offerings for the University of
- ---- Minnesota System* - · · -- -- ------ -- -·-·-···----- - - ------·-·-

Age
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

Increase
Funding

Decrease
Acce:etabl~

Don't Know

13%
21
24
27
37 *28

10%
18
18
19
15
37

77%
61
59
54
48
35

••. ·· - - - - - -

··- -

*Rows may not total 100% due to rounding.
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% OF MINNESOTANS FEELING PUB. HIGH ED.
FUNDING SHOULD BE INCREASED/DECREASED/
REMAIN SAME IF NEGATIVE EFFECTS OCCUR
VIEW ON STATE FUNDING
100%
. - 80%

... ......~~. ~(~ .......... .... ................................~~.o(~ .... ... .. ......... ..... .......... ...... ...... .55% ..... .. .. ......... ...... .... ....... .

60% .
40%
20%
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COMMUNITY COLL.

STATE UNIV. SYS.
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SOURCE: SCSU SURVEY DON'T KNOWS INCLUDED
(DATA ROUNDED TO EQUAL 100%)

UNIV. OF MN. SYS.
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40%
20%
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100%
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60%
40%
20%
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MINNESOTANS GRADE HIGHER EDUCATION
SYSTEMS FOR THEIR OVERALL
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SYSTEM TYPE

0%

20%

40%

60%
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(DATA ROUNDED TO EQUAL 100%)

80%

100%
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20%
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60%
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80%

100%

SCSU SURVEY-ANALYSIS OF ABORTION RESULTS

MAY 15, 1992

Since 1988 The SCSU Survey has tracked various aspects of abortion policy
in Minnesota. The Survey has sought to: 1) establish the overall policy
positions of Minnesota adults on abortion; 2) determine the importance of
the issue (the specific measure deals with centrality) to Minnesotans when
they vote, concentrating on differences between the strongest supporters
and opponents of abortion; 3) establish the degree of activity such as
joining organizations and writing letters (referred to as committed
action), again concentrating on the actions of the strongest
supporters/opponents; 4) identify the abortion related organizations
Minnesotans join; and, 5) measure the communication attempts of abortion
related organizations to their members.

ABORTION POSITION

In 1988 (Figure 8) using a different question than in 1990 and 1992, the
Survey found 80% of Minnesotans favored abortion for serious defects, 73%
for mother's health, 69% in cases of rape and incest, 45% for economic
reasons, 44% if a woman was married and didn't want any more children, 41%
for any reason, and 23% opposed all abortions.
The February, 1992 Survey results are an almost exact match to the April,
1990 data (Figure 1). Almost nine of ten (89%) of Minnesotans favor
abortion for at least some reasons. A plurality of Minnesotans (47% in
1992, 46% in 1990) believe the law should allow a woman to have an abortion
as a matter of personal choice; the next largest group of Minnesotans
(32%.:19·92, 30%-1990) support abortion in cases of rape, incest, and if the
woman's life is in danger; 10% in 1992 ( 13%-1990) support abortion for
some reasons beyond rape, incest, life but couldn't support personal
choice; and, only about one in ten (9%-1990 and 1992) believe abortion
should never be allowed. About 2% didn't know.
All results approximate national findings. For example an April, 1992
Yankelovich Clancy Shulman poll of 1,250 adults nationwide for Time and CNN
found 47% said any reason, 37% said certain circumstances, 12% said
abortion should be illegal in all circumstances and 4% said they were not
sure.
Minnesotans most likely to take the personal choice position are: Democrats
54% compared to 38% for Republicans; non Catholics and non Protestants
65%+; Protestants 52% compared to Catholics 35% and Baptists 28%;
Christians who are not "born again" 52% while born again Christians
registered 19%: liberals 66% (conservatives=30%, moderates=46%); and
residents of the seven county metropolitan area (55%) Those more likely to
say never are: Republicans (13%); age 65+ (13%); agriculture occupations
(19%); Catholics (19%), Baptists (16%); Christians who describe themselves
as "born again" (20%); and, conservatives (17%). There is no significant
difference between the sexes with respect to abortion position . .

IMPORTANCE OF THE ABORTION ISSUE (CENTRALITY> [how importance is abortion
when voting] Since 1988 the importance of the issue for most Minnesotans
has been fairly stable. In 1992 9% of Minnesotans claim a candidates
position on abortion is most important when they vote; 34% claim the issue
i ~ very important, 39% somewhat important, and 17% said it is not too
i 1rtant (Figure 2). However, other issues such as taxes, education, the
ronment, and health care are more important to most Minnesotans. There
~ajor differences in centrality between Minnesotans who state it should
woman's choice. In 1992 38% of Minnesotans who took the personal
Ji ce position said the abortion issue was most/very important). This
C)mpares to the 83% who said abortions should never be allowed.

The issue is more important (central) to born again Christians, retirees,
Baptists, Presbyterians, and females (Figures 3 and 9). Not only do the
strongest opponents of abortion continue to regard the issue as more
important than do woman's right supporters but there has been little change
since 1988. As the right has been limited over past years, and may be
further limited within the coming months, it was thought that the issue
would be becoming more important to abortion supporters.

COMMITTED ACTION

In 1992 slightly more than seven of ten Minnesotans stated they had taken
no action with respect to their abortion views. Since 1988 there has been
increases in activity with little difference noted in periods right before
an election or not (Figure 4). As was the case with centrality, those
opposed to all abortions are more likely to engage in committed actions
(52% did at least one action in 1992) than are those who take their
personal choice position (20% did at least one action (Figure 5).
Not only is the abortion position more central to opponents than it is to
those who take their personal choice position but opponents are more likely
to engage in committed action. This multiplies their effectiveness.

GROUP MEMBERSHIP AND COMMUNICATION EFFORTS
Although limited by small numbers the Survey has found that about 9% of
Minnesotans claim to belong to an organization concerned about abortion.
Roughly 5% mention anti-abortion groups which Minnesota Citizens
Concerned for Life most commonly cited and 3% mention pro-abortion groups
with Planned Parenthood most named (Figure 6). In 1988 opponents were most
likely to receive communications from their group while pro-abortion forces
have increased their communication efforts so now there is little
difference between the two sides (Figure 7).

FIGURE 1: OVERALL MN. ABORTION VIEWS- .
1992 (SAME QUESTION 4/90 AND 2/92)
%FAVORING
100%
80%
60%

46% 47%

40% .·· .. .....................................3.0o/~··32°/c,·······................................. .

20%

2% 2%
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NEVER
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OTH-IF NEED
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FIGURE 2: OVERALL CENTRALITY OF
ABORTION 10/88, 4/90, 2/92
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FIG. 3: CENTRALITY OF ABORTION ISSUE BY
POSITION: A COMPARISON OF THOSE
WHO FAVOR CHOICE AND OPPOSE ALL
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FIG. 4: OVERALL COMMITTED ACTION
ON ABORTION VIEWS
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FIG. 5: COMMITTED ACTION ON ABOR.
A COMPARISON OF THOSE WHO FAVOR CHOICE
AND THOSE WHO OPPOSE ALL ABORTIONS
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FIG. 6: OVERALL GROUP MEMBERSHIP
TYPE OF GROUP AND COMMUNICATION EFFORTS
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FIG. 7: % REPORTING EFFORTS BY THEIR
ABORTION GROUP TO CONTACT THEM ABOUT
POLITICAL ISSUES
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FIG. 8: 1988 MINNESOTA ABORTION
POSITIONS
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FIG. 9: 1988 CENTRALITY ON ABORTION BY
POSITION: AGREE/DISAGREE ON ABOR.
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SCSU SURVEY: MORE MINNESOTANS CONSIDER THEMSELVES POLITICAL INDEPENDENTS

Contact: (612) 255-3151

ST. CLOUD, Minn. (April) -- Results of a recent St. Cloud State University
(SCSU) Survey show that while there continues to be more Minnesotans who consider themselves to be Democrats than Republicans, a plurality of Minnesotans
surveyed consider themselves independents.
The results come from questions asked by the SCSU Survey between Jan. 31
and Feb. 5. A total of 818 Minnesotans statewide were asked questions designed
to determine their opinions on a number of political issues including what the
most import ant problems they feel the state is facing, if the state is headed in
the right direction and how they feel about certain political figures.

In addi-

tion to these questions, respondents were asked to tell what political party they
supported and if they considered themselves to be liberal, conservative or
moderate.
The survey results show that a plurality of respondents consider themselves
independents, according to Dr. Steve Frank, SCSU professor of political science
and survey co-director.

Forty percent said they were independents, while 32

percent said they were Democrats and 21 percent considered themselves
Republicans.

"The numbers from Minnesota are close to national figures which

show 36 percent independent, 35 percent Democrat and 28 percent Republican,"
Frank said. However, only about 10 percent are true independents, most independents consider themselves closer to the Democrats or Republicans and usually
vote that way.
These statewide numbers represent a change from results of a similar
question asked in 1988 by the SCSU Survey. In 1988, according to Frank,
36 percent of respondents said they were Democrats, 33 percent independents and
24 percent Republicans.
-moreSCSU is an equal opportunity educator and employer.
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The survey also found that those most likely to call themselves Democrats
are female, those with combined household incomes of $40,000 or less,
Christians, Catholics and Lutherans and those with less than a high school
education.
Republi cans tended to be those with combined household incomes of $50,000
or more, born again Christians, most Protestant denominations, 45 to
54-year-olds and those with professional occupations such as doctors and lawyers,
according to the results.
Respondents were also asked wh ich political ideology--conservative, liberal or moderate--they consider themselves to be.

Thirty-five percent said they

were conservative, while 31 percent said they were moderate and 30 percent considered themselves liberal.

These numbers are almost identical to 1988 results

with the exception of the number of conservatives decreasing from 36 to 35
percent, according to Frank.
"Nationwide, about 45 percent of Americans call themselves conservatives, 31
percent moderates, 20 percent liberals and 4 percent do not know," Frank noted.
The SCSU survey is an ongoing survey extension of the Social Science
Researc h Institute in the College of Social Science at SCSU.

Steve Frank, SCSU

political science professor, founded the survey in 1980 and conducts yearly surveys to reveal public opinion.

Frank and John Murphy, co-director of the SCSU

Survey, conducted this survey along with a group of students.
For more information about the results released today, or about the history
of the SCSU Survey, contact Frank at (612) 255-4131.
-end(Contact: Deborah Hudson, assistant public relations director, (612) 255-3151).
ATTENTION BROADCASTERS: SCSU SURVEY ACTUALITIES AVAILABLE BY CALLING
(612) 255-2067.
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SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGY FOR TH.E WINTER 1 992 SAINT CLOVD S TATE

UNIVERSITY SURVEY
The SCSU Survey is an ongoing survey research extenstion of the Social
Science Research Institute in the College of Social Sciences at St.
Cloud State University. Dr. Steve Frank began the survey in 1980
conducting several omnibus surveys each year of central Minnesota
adults in conjunction with his Political Science classes . The omnibus
surveys have continued but have shifted to a statewide focus. Dr. John
Murphy serves as co - director along with Frank. Clients can buy into the
survey or contract for specialized surveys.
Directors of the survey are Dr. Steve Frank, SCSU Professor of
Political Science and Dr. John Murphy, SCSU Professor of Sociology Six
selected students served as student directors-Peace Bransberger, Emily
Eastburn, Thomas Frendt, Chistine Jones, Chris Makinen, and Douglas
Schoenberg.
After several hours of training and screening about 60 political
science and sociology students conducted the actual interviews. They
were monitored by supervisors and directors. All calls were made from
the SCSU Survey Research Laboratory. The survey was administered
between January 31 and February 5, 1992.
Several s t eps were taken to ensure that the telephone sample of
Mi nnesota adults 18 years of age or older was representative of the
larger popul at ion. Su r vey Sampling Inc. of Fairfield, Connecticut
p r epa re d the r andom d i git sample of telephone numbers. Random digit
diali ng makes avai l able changed, new, and unlisted numbers, whereas
drawing numbe r s fro m a telephone book may skip as many as 30\ of
Mi nne s ota households. Within each household the particular respondent
was dete r mi ned in a statistically unbiased fashion . This means that the
selection process alte r nated between men and women and and older and
younger respondents. Few substitutions were allowed . In order to reach
hard-to-get respondents each number was called up to five times over
dif f erent days and times and appointments were made as necessary to
int e rview the designated respondent at their convenience. Most calls
we re made on weekends and after 5:00 p.m. on weekdays, but weekday days
cal l s were made as nece s sary.
In samples of 818 inte r views the overall sample error due to sampling
and other random effects is approximately plus/minus 3 . 5\ at the 95\
level of confidence . This means that if one were to have drawn 20
samples of the s t at e and administe r ed the same instrument it would be
expected that the overall findings would be greater/lesser than 3.5\
on l y one time in twenty.
However, in all sample surveys there are other possible sources of
error for which precise estimates cannot be calculated. For s ubsamples
such as reg i ons of the state the sample error may be larger.
Even though the demographics of the sample matched census and other
kn,wn characteristics of the larger state population very well, the
sample was weighted for sex. As is characteristic of telephone surveys
females were slightly oversampled. The completion rate of the survey
was 5 8% , several percentage points above the average for professional
marketing firms. When the S.C.S.U. Survey does specialized contract
surveys we use a smaller, more skilled group of student interviewers
and the completion rate ranges from 68\ to 80+\. These completion rates
mean that once an eligible household was reached about six of ten
possible respondents agreed to participate in the survey.
Coding of open- ended political questions was done by a team of coders
working with student and faculty directors.
The total survey consisted of 58 variables. Additional material on the
survey's methodology and findings are available by contacting Frank or
Murphy.
THE DIRECTORS ARE MEMBERS OF THE MIDWEST ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC
OPINION RESEARCH (M.A.P.O.R.) AND THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC
OPINION RESEARCH AND SUBSCRIBE TO THE CODE OF ETHICS OF THE
A.A.P.O.R.
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SCSU SURVEY: STATEWIDE RESULTS ON ABORTION QUESTIONS RELEASED MAY 19

5-19-92

ST. CLOUD, Minn. (May) -- The latest results of the St. Cloud State
Univers i ty (SCSU) Survey on the ques t ion of abortion show that only one in 10
Minnesotans believe abort ion should never be allowed, while a majority of residents, nine in 10, believe that abortion should be al lowed for some reasons.
These results are from a statew i de SCSU Survey of 818 Minnesotans conducted
between Jan. 31 and Feb. 1 by Dr. Steve Frank, professor of political science,
and survey co-d irector.
Since 1988, the SCSU Survey ha s asked questions and tracked responses on
the abortion issue. The goal of this process has been to: establish the overall
policy positions Minnesotans hold on the abortion issue; determine importance
of the is sue (centrality) t o Minnesotans when they vote, concentrat ing on differences between the stron gest abortion supporters and opponents; and establish
the deg ree of comm i t t ed act ion suppor ter s and opponents take in rela t ion to
their views.
The SCSU Survey als o asks questions which identify abortion-re lated
organizati ons that Min nes otans join and measure communications these abortionrelated organizations convey to members.
Following is a detailed breakdown of the results of the latest SCSU Survey,
with references made to attached graphs labeled Figures 1-8.
additional questions about the data presented.
-mor e-

SCSU is an equal opportunity educator and employer.

Frank will answer

SCSU SURVEY: ABORTION QUESTIONS--2

5-19-92

ABORTION POSITION
In 1988 (Figure 8) using a different question than in 1990 and 1992, the
SCSU Survey found 80 percent of Minnesotans favored abortion for serious
defects, 73 percent for mother's health , 69 perc ent in cases of rape and incest,
45 percent for ec on omic r easons, 44 percent if a woman was married and didn't
want more children, 41 percent for any reason, while 23 percent opposed all
abortions.
By comparis on, t he February 1992 SCSU Survey results are an almost exact
match to the Apri l 1990 data (see Fi gure 1) Almost nine of 10 (89 percent)
Minnesotans favor abortion for at leas t some reasons.

A plurality of

Minnesotans (47 percent in 1992, 46 percent in 1990) believe the law should
allow a woman to have an abortion as a matter of perso nal choice; the next largest group of Minnesotans (32 percent in 1992, 30 percent in 1990) support abortion in cases of rape, incest, and if the woman's life is in danger; 10 percent
in 1992 (13 percent in 1990) support abortion for some reasons beyond rape,
incest, lif e but couldn't support personal choice. Only about one in 10,
9 percent in 1990 and 1992) believe abortion should never be allowed, with
2 percent responding tha t they "didn't know," according to Frank.
Results from the statewide Minnesota survey are s imilar to those from
national opinion surveys on abortion , according to Frank.

For example, an

April 1992 Yankelovich Clancy Shulman poll of 1,250 adults nationwide for Time and CNN found 47 percent said abortion should be allowed for any
reason, 37 percent said in certain circumstances, while 12 percent said abortion
should be illegal in all circumstances, with 4 percent saying they were not
sure.
See other side.

SCSU SURVEY: ABORTION QUESTIONS--3
According to Frank, Minnesotans most likely to take the personal choice
position are: Democrats 54 percent compared to 38 percent for Republicans; nonCatholics and non-Protestants 65 percent-plus; Protestants 52 percent compared
to Catholics 35 percent, and Baptists 28 percent; Christians who are not "born
again" 52 percent. "Born again" Christians registered 19 percent; liberals
66 percent (conservatives=30 percent, moderates=46 percent); and residents of
the seven-county metropol i tan area (55 percent).
Thos e more likely to say never are:

Republicans (13 percent); age 65+ (13

percent); agriculture occupations (19 percent); Catholics (19 percent), Baptists
(16 percent); Christians who describe themselves as "born again" (20 percent);
and, conservatives (17 percent).

Ther e is no significant difference between the

sexes with respect to abort ion position.
IMPORTANCE OF THE ABORTION ISSUE-(CENTRALITY----How important the abortion is
when voting).
Since 1988, the importance of the issue for most Minnesotans has been
fairly stable.

In 1992, 9 percent of Minnesotans claim a candidates position

on abortion is most importan t when they vote; 34 percent claim the issue is
very important, 39 percen t somewhat important, and 17 percent said it is not too
impor tant (Figure 2).
However, other issues such as taxes, education, the environment, and health
care are more important to most Minnesotans.

There are major differences in

centrality between Minnesotans who state it should be a woman 's choice.

In

1992, 38 percent of Minnesotans who took the personal choice position said the
abortion issue was most/very important.

This compares to the 83 percent who

said abortions should never be allowed.
-more-

,
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SCSU SURVEY: ABORTION QUESTIONS--4

5-19-92

COMMITTED ACTION
By a more than 2-to-1 margin of those opposed to all abortion were more
likely to engage in committed action than were those who said personal choice,
by 52 percent to 20 percent. According to Frank, this multiplies the effectiveness of the efforts by those opposed to abortion.
For more information on the SCSU Survey results, contact Dr. Steve Frank,
(612) 255-4131.
-en d(Contact: Deborah Hudson, assi stant publi c relations director, (612) 255-3151).
RADIO STATIONS: ACTUALITIES AVAILABLE ON THE SCSU RADIO NEWSLINE, 255-2067.
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FIGURE 1: OVERALL MN. ABORTION VIEWS1992 (SAME QUESTION 4/90 AND 2/92)
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FIGURE 2: OVERALL CENTRALITY OF
ABORTION 10/88, 4/90, 2/92
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FIG. 3: CENTRALITY OF ABORTION ISSUE BY
POSITION: A COMPARISON OF THOSE · ,
WHO FAVOR CHOICE AND OPPOSE ALL
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FIG. 4: OVERALL COMMITTED ACTION
ON ABORTION VIEWS
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FIG. 5: COMMITTED ACTION ON ABOR.
A COMPARISON OF THOSE WHO FAVOR CHOICE
AND THOSE WHO OPPOSE ALL ABORTIONS
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FIG. 6: OVERALL GROUP MEMBERSHIP
TYPE OF GROUP AND COMMUNICATION EFFORTS
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FIG. 7: % REPORTING EFFORTS BY THEIR
ABORTION GROUP TO CONTACT THEM ABOUT'
POLITICAL ISSUES
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FIG. 8: 1988 MINNESOTA ABORTION
POSITIONS
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FIG. 9: 1988 CENTRALITY ON ABORTION BY
POSITION: AGREE/DISAGREE ON ABOR.
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SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGY FOR THE WINTER 1992 SAINT CLOUD
STATE UNIVERSITY SURVEY

. . . ..

The scsu Survey is an ongoing survey research extension of the Social
Science Research Institute in the College of Social Sciences at St.
Cloud State University. Directors ot the survey are Dr. Steve Frank,
scsu Professor of Political Science and Dr. John Murphy, scsu
Professor of Sociology. Six selected students served as student
directors-Pe ace Bransberger, Emily Eastburn, Thomas Frendt, Christine
Jones, Chris Makinen, and Douglas Schoenberg.

After several hours of training and screening about 60 political
science and sociology students conducted the actual interviews. They
were monitored by supervisors and directors. All calls were made from
the SCSU Survey Re search Laboratory. The survey was administered
between January 31 and February 5, 1992.
Several steps were taken to ensure that the telephone sample of
Minnesota adults 18 years of age or older was representative of the
larger popu l ation. Survey Sampling Inc. of Fairfield, Connecticut
prepared the r a ndom digit sample of telephone numbers. Random digit
dialing make s available changed, new, and unlisted numbers, whereas
drawing numbers from a tel e phone book may skip as many as 30\ of
Minnesota hous eholds.
Wi t hin eac h household the particular
respondent was determined i n a statistically unbiased fashion. This
means that the selection process alternated between men and women and
older and younger respondents. Few substitutions were allowed. In
order to r each hard-to-get respondents, each number was called up to
five times over different days and times and appointments were made as
necessary to interview the designated respondent at their convenience.
Most calls were made on weekends and after 5:00 p.m. on weekdays, but
weekday days calls were made as necessary.
In samples of 818 interviews the overall sample error due to sampling
and other and random effects is approximately plus/minus 3.5\ at the
95% level of confidence. This means that if one were to have drawn 20
samples of the state and administered the same instrument it would be
expected that the overall findings woul d be greater/lesser than 3.5\
only one time in twenty. However, in a l l sample surveys there are
other possible sources of e rror ·for which precise estimates cannot be
calculated. For subsamp les such as regions of the state the sample
error may be large r.
Even though the demographics of the sample matched census and other
known characteristics of the larger state population very well, the
sample was weighted for sex. As is characteristic of telephone
surveys females were slightly oversampled. The completion rate of the
survey was 58%. These completion rates mean that once an eligible
household was reached, about six of ten possible respondents agreed to
participate in the survey.
The total survey consisted of 58 variables. Additional material on
the survey's methodology and findings are available by contacting
Frank or Murphy.
THE DIRECTORS ARE MEMBERS IF THE MIDWEST ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC
OPINION RESEARCH (M.A.P.O.R.) AND THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
PUBLIC OPINION RESEARCH AND SUBSCRIBE TO THE CODE OF ETHICS
OF THE A.A.P.O.R.
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